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BACKGROUND
Moral Foundations Theory (MFT) posits that human morality is 
comprised of distinct psychological systems that are innate and 
elaborated upon via cultural learning.1

The foundations—harm (physical and emotional), fairness, 
loyalty, purity, authority, liberty—can be organized into 
superordinate categories that emphasize the value of 
individuals (individualizing: harm and fairness) vs. the value of 
group unity (binding: loyalty, purity, authority).2,3

We use functional neuroimaging to investigate whether neural 
activity during moral judgments reflects the structure of MFT.

STUDY DESIGN
27 healthy, right-handed adults (14 male; age=24.65 (4.21) years) 
judged the Moral Foundations Vignettes3 while in the scanner.

Recognition memory and confidence were tested after scanning.
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BEHAVIORSPATIOTEMPORAL PARTIAL LEAST SQUARES

Mean-centered LV1: 24.4% crossblock variance

Mean-centered LV2: 18.13% crossblock variance

A non-rotated PLS analysis contrasting binding, individualizing, and liberty superordinate foundations failed to 
reach significance (p<.519). Another non-rotated analysis that included liberty with binding foundations also 
failed to reach significance (p<.353). A third non-rotated analysis contrasting social norms to all of the other 

foundations trended toward significance (p<.059). 

Neurally-derived superordinate structure: emotion/empathy, binding, fairness, social norms

All foundations were judged as more morally wrong than 
social norms (all ! between .95-1.87, all t(112) between 

7.71-15.09, all p<.001).

Confidence was lower for new (!=-0.33, t(4879.25)=-6.008, p<.0001) and incorrect vignettes (!=-0.64, t(4881.70)=-8.25, p<.0001). 
Confidence was lower overall for Authority (!=-0.15, t(4879.28)=-2.97, p=.003), Loyalty (!=-0.26, 

t(4879.30)=-5.43, p<.0001), and Harm-Phys (!=-0.11, t(4879.34)=-2.26, p=.02).

Superordinate Comparisons 
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Emotion & Empathy Comparisons    

New vignettes were discriminated better than old vignettes (! = 1.04, 
z =5.20, p<.0001), especially for purity (! = 1.41, z =2.04, p=.04).

Post-test surveys: IRI (trait-empathy levels), emotional reactions to 
vignettes (anger, amusement, sadness, contempt, disgust, fear).
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Brain activity reflects neither the superordinate- nor foundation-level structure posited by MFT.

Neural data suggests restructuring superordinate categories with respect to emotional and empathic 
arousal, binding violations, fairness, and social norms. This superordinate structure results in better mixed 
model fits for moral judgments of and memory for moral transgressions.

Adding trait-empathy and emotional reactions to moral transgressions results in better mixed model fits 
for moral judgments and memory accuracy than just including the foundations. 
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